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Abstract

Editor services assist programmers to more effectively write and comprehend code. Implementing editor services correctly is not trivial. This paper focuses on the specification of semantic editor services, those that use the semantic model of a program. The specification of refactorings is a common subject of study, but many other semantic editor services have received little attention. We propose a language-parametric approach to the definition of semantic editor services, using a declarative specification of the static semantics of the programming language, and constraint solving. Editor services are specified as constraint problems, and language specifications are used to ensure correctness. We describe our approach for the following semantic editor services: reference resolution, find usages, goto subclasses, code completion, and the extract definition refactoring. We do this in the context of Statix, a constraint language for the specification of type systems. We investigate the specification of editor services in terms of Statix constraints, and the requirements these impose on a suitable solver.
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1 Introduction

Editor services, such as syntax highlighting, reference navigation, and variable renaming, are an important tool for programmers. For example, code navigation is important for effective comprehension of code [13], and refactoring approaches rely heavily on good tool support [8]. It is therefore no surprise that such services are regularly used by users of IDEs [9].
Editor services can be classified into syntactic and semantic editor services. The former, such as syntax highlighting, rely only on the (abstract) syntax of a program. The latter depend on a semantic model of the program, and use type or name binding information. Semantic editor services can be further divided in two groups: services that inform about the program, and services that transform the program. Informing services depend on the program model that is the result of type checking. The program model contains information on the types of variables, the declarations that references refer to, etc. Transforming services are guided by the program model (e.g., to rename a declaration and all its usages), but may also rely on the typing rules to ensure the resulting, transformed program is well-formed.

Implementing semantic editor services and ensuring their correctness is not a trivial task (see, e.g., the difficulties around correctly implementing Java refactorings [14]). Language workbenches are tools to aid the development of programming languages and programming environments [5] by means of declarative formalisms and reusable tools that support correctness and reduce development effort. A good example of this is the use of a context-free grammar to specify syntax. This specification can be used to drive a parser, but also for unparsing, or to provide syntactic code completion. The language developer writes a declarative specification, which helps with the correctness of the syntax, while existing parsing, unparsing, and code completion algorithms can be reused, reducing development time.

However, even though “editor support is a central pillar of language workbenches” [3], and many language workbenches do indeed support many common editor services, there is little literature on reusable formalisms and algorithms for their definition [12]. An important exception is the extensive work on defining correct refactorings (e.g., [14, 19, 16]). However, many editor services common to modern IDEs, such as reference resolution, finding declaration usages, or semantic code completion, have received little attention.

In this paper we argue that a range of semantic editor services, beyond those that have already appeared in the literature, can be specified as constraint problems. Constraints separate the declarative specification of a problem from the operational interpretations necessary to solve it. This separates concerns, but also allows reuse of constraint-based specifications for different purposes. For example, in addition to verifying the correctness of the static semantics of a program, constraint-based typing rules have also been successfully used in the implementation of semantically correct refactorings [16].

Many editor services rely on name binding information, where complex scoping and name binding rules can be a challenge for the correct implementation of editor services (e.g., correct Java refactorings involving names [15]). Although constraint-based formulations of typing rules are pervasive, constraint-based formulations of the scoping and name binding rules are rare. Name binding introduces complexities, such as avoiding accidental name capture when refactorings introduce new names. We believe that treating name binding and name resolution as an integral part of the constraint problem increases the applicability of a constraint-based approach to editor services, and can improve existing specifications from the literature in this regard.

As the basis for our investigations we use Statix, a constraint language developed for the specification of type systems [21]. Statix is built around scope graphs, a language-independent model for name binding and name resolution [20]. We argue that Statix is a suitable basis for the definition of editor services by expressing them in terms of Statix constraints and Statix type system specifications. Although Statix constraints are suitable for a declarative specification of editor services, the current deterministic solver algorithm of Statix, suitable for type checking and code navigation, is not capable of solving the editor scenarios we discuss. We identify requirements for an alternative solver for Statix that does support the interpretation and solving algorithms required for our proposed editor service definitions.
Specifically, we have the following contributions:

- We express several common editor services in terms of Statix constraint problems.
- We identify requirements on an operational semantics of Statix that is able to solve these problems.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the characteristics of semantic editor services and motivates our choice of editor services. In Section 3, we introduce Statix, and Statix type specifications using an example. In Section 4 we express several informing editor services in terms of the resulting program model. In Section 5 and Section 6, we do the same for the semantic code completion and extract definition refactoring editor services, respectively. In Section 7 we discuss related work. We conclude and discuss future work necessary to fully realize our proposed approach in Section 8.

2 Characterizing Editor Services

Editor services can be characterized as syntactic, those that only need the syntactic model of the program to work, and semantic, those that require the semantic model of the program [3]. We can further distinguish the semantic editor services by whether they transform the program, or merely inform the user. The informing services include editor services such as goto declaration, finding and highlighting usages, navigating to the supertype, and listing all overriding methods. The transforming editor services include quick fixes, static semantics-preserving refactorings, and (semantic) code completion.

In this section we discuss aspects that distinguish the various semantic editor services, and motivate our choice for the editor services we discuss.

Completeness

Some editor services have to be able to work on syntactically and/or semantically incomplete programs. For example, as code completion can be invoked while the user is typing, it must be able to deal with a program that is both syntactically and semantically incomplete. Similarly, the fix import quick fix that adds an import statement to a program to make a reference resolve, must be able to deal with programs that have incomplete semantic information; namely the program with the reference that initially does not resolve. Other editor services could provide a better user experience if they can deal with syntactically or semantically incomplete programs, but this is not a requirement.

Preserving Static Semantics

The transforming editor services all need to preserve the existing semantics of the program up to some degree. Refactorings such as rename refactoring and extract definition tend to have very strict semantic preservation requirements, including that all existing references need to resolve to the same declarations before and after the refactoring. Quick fixes and code completion, by their nature, introduce new syntax that may change certain local semantics of the code, but should not have an impact outside the area of influence.

Concrete Name Generation

Often, transforming editor services add new declarations to the program as part of their refactoring or fixing behavior. These declarations need a concrete name, one which is syntactically valid and does not clash with existing names in the program. That is, the new name should not overlap with existing names, or cause inadvertent variable capture.
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What We Study

Given the characterization above, we picked five editor services for which we describe the ideas of this paper. As informing editor services we choose reference resolution, find usages, and list subclasses, because they show how scope graphs can be used to answer these queries, where the last one requires language-specific knowledge. The last two also explore how flexible the solver must be to be able to answer such inverse queries.

We discuss two transforming editor services: code completion, which will have to deal with syntactically incomplete programs, and the extract definition refactoring, which is interesting because it introduces new syntax for which we want to use the solver to find the concrete, semantically correct, values to fill in.

We do not claim that these editor services cover all issues, or that the resulting requirements cover all editor services. However, we think that they exhibit a sufficient range of features to show the range of possibilities, and expose important requirements that need to be fulfilled to realize our approach.

3 Introduction to Statix

Statix is a recently introduced meta-language for the specification of static semantics [21], based on scope graphs and constraints [10, 20]. We chose Statix because it allows us to declare semantic editor services in terms of constraints and type system specifications.

First, we explain scope graphs, a language-independent model for name binding and name resolution. Then, we introduce the rules for static semantics, and their (declarative) meaning. Finally, we explain how type checking based on these rules is implemented. We use the Java program in Figure 2 as a running example. The subscripts on program identifiers are a notational convention we use to distinguish different occurrences of the same name.

Name Binding with Scope Graphs

In Statix the name binding and resolution is part of the constraint problem, to allow complex interactions between type checking and name resolution. The name binding structure of a program is represented as a language-independent model called a scope graph [10, 20, 21], which is a graph of scopes and declarations in those scopes. As shown in Figure 1, the scopes are connected by labeled, directed edges. Name resolution corresponds to a query finding a path in the graph to a matching declaration.

Consider our example program and the corresponding scope graph in Figure 2. The global scope of the whole program is represented by the circled node 0. The definition of class A corresponds to a declaration A₁. Declarations contain both the name and its type, and therefore use the 'is of type' symbol "佅" to label these edges. Class types are represented by the class scope. For example, scope 1 is the scope of class A, and its type is CLASS(1). The class scopes are lexical sub-scopes of the global scope, which is modeled by the P-labeled
class A {
    int f2 = -1;
}
class B extends A {
    int g5 = f6;
}

Figure 2 Example Java program with two classes, its corresponding scope graph, and the relevant Statix typing rules.

(parent) edges. The fact that class B extends class A is represented by the edge labeled S (supertype). This edge makes the fields from the super class visible in the subclass, but is also used to decide subtyping between class types. The field declarations are similar to the class declarations, but in the class scopes.

Resolving a name corresponds to querying the scope graph for a matching declaration. Resolution queries are parameterized by a regular expression that determines which declaration can be reached, a predicate determining which declarations match. An additional order on labels is used to disambiguate multiple matching declarations. For example, the class reference A is resolved in the global scope 0. Class references are resolved in the lexical context, and the regular expression that encodes this is \( P^* \), which matches any path to a declaration via any number of P-steps to lexical parents. The declaration itself should match the reference, which is specified with the predicate \( \text{DECL}(A) \), which holds for any \( x \) where \( x = A \). In this case the reference resolves directly to declaration A in scope 0.

Resolving the variable reference f6 follows the same pattern. However, it should be possible to resolve not just to variables in the lexical context, but also to fields in the super class. This is achieved by using the regular expression \( P^*S^* \). This allows the reference to be resolved to declaration f2, by following the S-edge to scope 1.
Type Specifications

The rules of a Statix specification formally describe the scope graph that corresponds to a program, as well as constraints on references and types, in terms of syntax-directed rules. Figure 2 shows some of the rules that apply to our example program. For example, the rule (J-ClassDec) specifies that a class definition \( c \) is well-formed in scope \( s \), written as \( s \vdash c \text{ ok} \), if the scope graph has the correct structure, and the definitions in the class are well-formed as well (\( s \vdash \overline{d} \text{ ok} \)). The first three premises state that the scope graph contains a scope \( s_c \) that is unique to this class (\( \nabla s_c \)), that this scope has a P-edge to its lexical parent (\( s \xrightarrow{s} s \)), and that there is a declaration \( C_i \) for the class in the lexical scope, typed by the class scope \( s_c \) (\( s_c : C_i : \text{class}(s_c) \)). The last two premises say that the reference to the super class resolves to a declaration \( D_j \), which is typed by a class scope \( s_d \) (query \( s \xrightarrow{s} \text{DECL}(D_j) \) as \( D_k : \text{class}(s_d) \)), and that an inheritance edge exists from the scope of this class to the scope of the super class (\( s_c \xrightarrow{s} s_d \)).

The rule (J-FieldDec) specifies that a field declaration is well-formed if a declaration for the field exists in the scope graph (\( s \xrightarrow{s} f_j : T \)), if the assigned expression is well-typed for some type \( T' \) (\( s \vdash e : T' \)), and the expression type \( T' \) is a subtype (\( \vdash T' <: T \)) of the semantic type \( T \) corresponding to the type annotation (\( s \vdash [t] \Rightarrow T \)). The relations for semantic typing, subtyping, and expression typing are also defined with Statix rules. The only built-in constraints are constraints to define the scope graph, constrains to query the scope graph, and term equality. All other relations are completely determined by the rules from the specification.

Type Checking

The specification is declarative, and only gives a logical description of what well-formed programs are with respect to a scope graph. We made no assumptions yet on how to operationalize it. One possible interpretation is to use the specification to type check programs. Checking that a program \( p \) is well-formed corresponds to checking if the constraint \( s \vdash p \text{ ok} \) is satisfiable. Van Antwerpen et al. describe an algorithm to solve such constraints, given a specification and a program \( p \) as input [21]. The algorithm uses the rules from the specification to simplify constraints until only built-in constraints remain. These are solved using unification and scope graph resolution algorithms. This solver is deterministic: it does not use back-tracking, and only applies rules if they match the given program construct. The result of solving a constraint such as \( s \vdash p \text{ ok} \) is a solution consisting of a variable assignment \( V \) and a scope graph \( G \), or no solution if the constraint cannot be satisfied. A resulting program model would also include the types assigned to all expressions, and the resolution \( R \) of all references in the program.

4 Informing Editor Services

Many editors have editor services through which the user can navigate their program. The simplest of these involve clicking a reference and jumping to the corresponding declaration, or listing all usages of a declaration, but there are also more sophisticated editor services such as those that list the subclasses of a particular class. All these services have in common that they can be expressed as queries on the program model that resulted from type checking. Even though these queries themselves do not change the program, they may be part of the implementation of other editor services that do change the program. For example, a refactoring that renames a variable first needs to find all usages of the variable to ensure they are all renamed.
Reference resolution and finding declaration usages can easily be derived from the program model, which contains the resolution relation $R$, which consists of pairs of references and their declaration. Consider the example in Figure 2 again. Finding the declaration corresponding to reference $A_4$ involves finding the entry for the reference in $R$. Conversely, finding all usages of declaration $f_2$ corresponds to a reverse lookup. These queries parallel the resolution queries in the typing rules, and can directly be derived from the specification.

While a query to find all subclasses of a certain class is not directly present in the typing rules, we can phrase such a query as a constraint, which we solve with respect to the given program model. For instance, how would we specify – in constraints – the query to get all subclasses of class $A_1$? We assume as input the declaration itself, and the scope 0 of the class definition, which should be part of the program model. The general idea of the query is to find the class scope, find other class scopes that are connected to it by inheritance edges, and find their corresponding declarations. This is encoded by the following constraint:

\[
\text{query } 0 \xrightarrow{\text{DECL}} (A_1) \xrightarrow{\text{as}} (A_1 : \text{CLASS}(s_c)) \\
\text{query } s_d \xrightarrow{s'_d} (\text{SCOPE}(s_d)) \\
\text{query } s'_d \xrightarrow{\text{as}} (\text{TRUE} \xrightarrow{\text{as}} x_i : \text{CLASS}(s_d))
\]

where $s_c$, $s_d$ and $s'_d$ are existentially quantified, and $x_i$ is the output. The first constraint says that the class declaration is typed by a scope $s_c$. The second constraint states that there is a path from some subclass scope $s_d$ to the class scope $s_c$. The final constraint indicates that there is a declaration with any name $x_i$, which is typed by the subclass scope $s_d$.

None of these constraints appear as such in the typing rules, and we have to do work to find possible solutions. This may seem daunting, given the free variables for scopes and names, both of which have infinite domains. However, we are only interested in solutions that are valid in the context of an existing scope graph. This scope graph is always finite, which gives us an initial, if maybe inefficient, strategy to find possible solutions. In the case of our example, there is one solution, where $s_c = 1$, $s_d = 2$, $s'_d = 0$, and $x_i = B_3$.

The given formulation requires an algorithm quite different from the current, deterministic solver of Statix. Instead of strictly relying on inference via forward resolution and unification, it needs to be able to guess values, try different alternatives, and back-track on failed attempts. An alternative approach could have been to change scope graph queries to allow backward edge steps. For example, if we use $\hat{l}$ for backward steps in the regular expression, our second constraint might have been:

\[
\text{query } s_c \xrightarrow{\hat{l}} \text{TRUE as } s_d
\]

In this case, we could do forward resolution from scope $s_c$ again, reusing the resolution algorithm that is already there. Although this approach may work for queries designed specifically with editor services in mind, it does not work if we want to use our typing rules as-is. Therefore, we choose not to change the formalism, but require a solver that supports more flexible inference.

**Summary**

We showed that queries on the program model can be expressed as constraints, and that finding answers to these queries corresponds to solving these constraints in the context of a given program model. We discussed that solving these queries requires different solver strategies to be supported by the solver for Statix. However, this solver would be independent...
of the specific object language the query is for, and is therefore reusable between languages. Given such a solver, implementing such editor services reduces to being able to specify the query as a constraint.

5 Code Completion

Code completion is an editor service that suggests a valid code fragment to be inserted at the caret position. This assists the user while typing, attempts to minimize typing errors, and aids in discovery by showing the possible syntax and references. Syntactic code completion is the most basic kind of code completion: it suggests only syntax fragments that fit at the caret location, with no regard for whether the proposal fits semantically. Semantic code completion improves on this by suggesting only those proposals that conform to the static semantics of the language, such as only suggesting expression syntax that can produce a value of the expected type. Additionally, semantic code completion proposes inserting references to declarations, such as variables, fields, and functions, that are visible from the scope at the caret location. In this section we discuss how the type system and semantic specification of a language can be used to provide accurate semantic code completion without additional work on the part of the language designer.

In Figure 3 we show an example Java program with the caret position denoted by |, near the end of the last line of class X_11. The program is incomplete: it is not syntactically valid because the user has not yet finished typing. Despite this, we would want the semantic model of the program so we can suggest relevant syntax and references.

As a first step, we propose to use the techniques described by Amorim et al. in [2] to use the syntactic specification of the language to introduce placeholders into the abstract syntax. A placeholder is a term in the syntax that represents a place where syntax of a certain sort, such as an expression or a declaration, could be inserted. This makes the program syntactically complete, and the placeholders provide us with syntax terms which we can constrain. Therefore, to the completion service, the incomplete line of code has the following syntax, with placeholder \$Exp for a possible expression that would complete the program:

```
int i_13 = \$Exp;
```

At this point, we would want to invoke the solver and let it verify our program using the rules shown in Figure 3. However, no rules apply to the placeholder term \$Exp. Instead, we propose to replace any occurrence of a placeholder in the syntax terms with a corresponding constraint variable in the constraint terms. In this example, we use \(\varepsilon\) for \$Exp, which, because of the semantic rule (J-FieldDec), results in the following constraints for this line:

\[
3 \vdash \text{int} \Rightarrow T\quad 3 \vdash i_{13} : T\quad 3 \vdash \varepsilon : T'\quad \vdash T' <\: T
\]

Solving these constraints assigns \(T' \mapsto \text{int}\) and \(T \mapsto \text{int}\). In other words, the editor service has inferred that the expected type of the expression on that line must be \text{int}, and produced the scope graph shown in Figure 3. The solver can continue, trying to find an assignment for \(\varepsilon\). There are two rules in Figure 3 that it could apply: (J-Plus) and (J-ThisMethodCall). In fact, we would want the solver to return both solutions for code completion. We will explore both these alternatives.

Expression Completion

From rule (J-Plus) \((s \vdash e_1 + e_2 : T)\) we would get the assignment \(\varepsilon = e_1 + e_2\), where \(e_1\) and \(e_2\) are new constraint variables introduced by the solver. We would like to stop here, and let the solver return the solution \(\varepsilon = e_1 + e_2\). Note that this solution is incomplete: it does not
interface A1 {
    int a2();
    int b3(int x4, int y5);
}

interface B6 extends A7 {
    boolean c8();
    int d9(int x10);
}
class X11 implements B12 {
    int i13 = |;
}

---

Figure 3 Java program illustrating code completion, and the corresponding scope graph and relevant Statix typing rules.
describe the whole program as there are still free constraint variables in them. Therefore, the solver would need to be able to return incomplete solutions. As part of this solution, we get some constraints that not ground because they contain these free constraint variables:

$$3 \vdash \varepsilon_1 : \text{INT} \quad 3 \vdash \varepsilon_2 : \text{INT}$$

Translated back to syntax terms, replacing the free constraint variables by placeholders, this would result in the following syntax on the line being completed:

```plaintext
\text{int } 1_{13} = \text{$Exp$ + $Exp$;}
```

Of course, we could also let the solver continue its search to find assignments for \( \varepsilon_1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 \), but this would likely result in an ever expanding sequence of \( \varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2 + \varepsilon_3 + \ldots \). Ultimately, there are infinitely many solutions if we were to try to make all variables ground. This shows that we need a way to instruct the solver on how deep we want a constraint variable to be solved. In this example, we want solutions for \( \varepsilon \) only one level deep.

### Method Call Completion

When the solver instead applies rule (J-ThisMethodCall), we get method call completion: where code completion suggests calls to methods in scope at the caret position, and whose return a type is compatible with the expected type of the expression. From rule (J-ThisMethodCall) \((s \vdash m_i(\bar{x}) : T)\) we would get the assignment \( \varepsilon = \mu(\bar{x}) \), again introducing new constraint variables \( \mu \) and \( \bar{x} \) to represent the method name and arguments respectively.

Since proposing just the syntax for a method call is not very satisfactory to a user, this time we do want to get another level of solutions. At least, we want \( \mu \) to be solved, but we do not care about \( \bar{x} \). We need a way to indicate this to the solver. Through the rule (J-ThisMethodCall) the solver would add these constraints:

$$3 \vdash \bar{x} : V \quad \vdash V <: U \quad \text{query } 3 \xrightarrow{\ast} \text{DECL}(\mu) \text{ as } \{m_j : U \rightarrow \text{INT}\}$$

There are multiple possible assignments for constraint variables \( \mu \) and \( \bar{x} \), and for code completion to work, the solver must find them all. The following table shows the possible assignments for \( \mu, \bar{x}, T, U, \) and \( \bar{V} \) that the solver might yield.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>( \mu )</th>
<th>( \bar{x} )</th>
<th>( T )</th>
<th>( U )</th>
<th>( \bar{V} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solution 1</td>
<td>a₂</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>INT</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution 2</td>
<td>b₃</td>
<td>[( \varepsilon_1, \varepsilon_2 )]</td>
<td>INT</td>
<td>[INT, INT]</td>
<td>[7₁, 7₂]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solution 3</strong></td>
<td>c₈</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>BOOL</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution 4</td>
<td>d₉</td>
<td>[( \varepsilon_1 )]</td>
<td>INT</td>
<td>[INT]</td>
<td>[7₁]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that solution 3 is not valid, as it tries to assign \( T \mapsto \text{BOOL} \) whereas \( T \) had previously already been assigned \( \text{INT} \). Also note how the solver could infer lists of constraint variables for \( \bar{U} \) and \( \bar{V} \). But, as before, we would not want the solver to keep expanding on the constraint variables it has introduced. If we had not relaxed these variables such that they may remain free, the solver would have to find some assignment for the variables that satisfies them. In this example the solver might have added a method call to an arbitrary method with a compatible return type, such as \( a₂ \). In other scenarios the solver may not be able to find such a solution, or find infinitely many.

The solutions returned by the solver can be turned into syntax fragments and presented to the user as code completion proposals, where we replace the free constraint variables by syntax placeholders. The order of the proposals is not determined by the solver, as we
consider this to be a separate concern. For example, we may want to order the proposals by their frequency of use, or use the semantic model to order the proposals by closeness (e.g., local variables before global variables). In this example, code completion would propose the following method calls:

\[
\begin{align*}
  a_2() \\
  b_3(\text{Exp}, \text{Exp}) \\
  d_5(\text{Exp})
\end{align*}
\]

### Summary

To use the semantic of the programming language for code completion, we first need a semantic specification that includes a model for name binding. This is already provided by the scope graphs used by the Statix constraint solver. However, the solver also needs to support returning incomplete solutions. The solver needs to be able to distinguish between constraint variables that we want to have solved and those that may remain free, and we need to be able to indicate how deep we want a given constraint variable to be solved. By using the semantic rules, a solution can include syntactic assignments to variables. Finally, the solver must be able to return more than one solution, so we can display them all to the user as part of code completion.

### 6 Extract Definition

A common refactoring is the *extract definition* refactoring, where the user selects a subexpression and the refactoring replaces any occurrences of that expression by a reference to a variable definition initialized by the subexpression. In the example in Figure 4, we want to extract the \(x - 3\) subexpression into a separate definition. We assume the program is syntactically complete and semantically correct.

The first step in this refactoring is to determine the new syntax that we expect as a result of the refactoring. This is language-specific syntax, selected by the user and specified in advance by the language developer. The syntax fragment uses placeholders, as shown below, where $\text{Type}$ is a placeholder for the type of the newly created variable and $\text{ID}$ is a placeholder for a variable name. In this case we want all three occurrences $\text{ID}$ to refer to the same variable.

```latex
\text{int} f_1(\text{int} x_2) \{
  \text{Type} \text{ID} = x_3 - 3;
  \text{return} \text{ID} + \text{ID} \times x_5;
\}
```

We create a copy of the previous, valid, solution returned by the solver, and adapt it to this refactoring. This is a two-part process: relaxing the solution, and adding new constraints to the problem. Relaxing the solution removes any variables, resolutions, constraints, and scope graph nodes that are no longer valid or that impact the aspects we want to refactor. For extracting a definition, relaxation only involves removing the reference relation \(x_4 \mapsto x_2\), since the reference $x_4$ has been removed. However, we still want the variable references $x_3$ and $x_5$ to resolve to the same definition $x_2$.

Now we can add new constraints to the problem, but the refactoring should add only those constraints that result from the changed syntax. The constraints may contain syntax terms, but we replace any occurrences of the placeholders by constraint variables. For the
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```java
int f1(int x2) {
    return (x3 - 3) + (x4 - 3) * x5;
}
```

**Figure 4** Java program before applying the *extract definition* refactoring, and the corresponding scope graph and relevant Statix typing rules.

type placeholder $\$Type$, we will use the constraint variable $\tau$. Since we want all occurrences of the $\$ID placeholder to refer to the same variable, we should replace all occurrences with the same constraint variable.

Where other approaches use the solver to find a concrete name for the variable ([16]), we argue that this is not necessary for the solver to give a correct result. We merely want to indicate to the solver that the new name is different from all other names in the program. This gives a separation of concerns: the solver can verify that the program satisfies the constraints without needing to produce any concrete names, and generating the concrete names can be done externally after the solver has verified the program. For example, some IDEs provide a list of name suggestions that they generate from the context, such as the type of the expression.

To distinguish the abstract name from any other name in the program, we can use a rigid variable: one that is distinct from any other variable or name. Similar to how rigid variables are used to create new distinct scopes in the scope graph (through $\nabla s$), we create a new rigid variable to represent the name of the newly introduced variable: $\nabla n$. Due to rules (J-VarDec) and (J-Var), this results in the following constraints:

$$\nabla n$$

$$1 \vdash \langle \tau \rangle \Rightarrow T$$

$$1 \vdash n : T$$

$$1 \vdash (x_3 - 3) : T$$

$$\text{query } 1 \vdash \langle \$ID \rangle \Rightarrow \text{DECL(n) as } x_j : T$$

Solving these constraints results in the variable assignment and scope graph shown in Figure 5.
From this we can conclude that the refactoring is valid, does not semantically change the program (since the existing constraints and reference resolutions are preserved), and that the type of the newly introduced variable is \texttt{int}. However, to finish the refactoring we have to decide on a concrete name for rigid variable \texttt{n}. A concrete name can be provided by the refactoring tool or by the user. In any case, we can test whether the suggested name is allowed by reinvoking the solver with the new solution and one additional constraint: to constrain \texttt{n} to the chosen name, say \texttt{i}.

\[ n = i \]

The new constraint may result in an invalid solution, for example when the chosen name overlaps with another, or causes inadvertent name capture somewhere in the program. In this example, \texttt{x} is not allowed as a concrete name for \texttt{n}. However, if this results in a valid solution, the concrete name is acceptable and the refactoring can finish. In this example it would produce the following code:

```java
int f(int x) {
    int i = x - 3;
    return i + i * x;
}
```

**Summary**

As part of the refactoring we generate new syntax, where we use placeholders to indicate where we need more information. In the newly generated constraints we have a constraint variable taking the place of every placeholder, which allows us to use the solver to find a solution to the problem. By using a rigid variable in place of a concrete name, we can indicate that the name is different from all other names in the program without having to specify such a name concretely, giving a separation of concerns between finding whether the program is valid and what concrete name to choose.
7 Related Work

Erdweg et al. [3] identify editor services as an important aspect of language workbenches, and give an overview of commonly supported editor services. However, Omar et al. have pointed out that the study of the semantic foundations of editors and editor interactions has received little attention so far [12]. We discuss work related to code completion, and refactoring, as those are most relevant to the editor services we covered in this paper.

Reference Resolution

Language workbenches such as Xtext [4] and Spoofax [6, 22] provide support for language-parametric reference resolution based on declarative name binding specifications. Xtext supports specification of references in the language grammar as crosslinks, which specify the sort that an identifier can refer to. Xtext will check the validity of the references and add them to the model.

The first approach to declarative name binding specification in Spoofax was the NaBL name binding language [7]. The name binding rules defined the definition sites and their scopes based on the abstract syntax of the program. The built-in reference resolution algorithm could only create an index in which references can be looked up, which limits its flexibility to be used in other editor services.

Instead, the approach we use in this paper uses the expressiveness of the constraints and the flexibility of the Statix constraint solver to enable reference resolution to be used in various editor services.

Code Completion

The Xtext and Spoofax language workbenches also provide support for language-parametric syntactic completion, based on a syntax definition. In the case of Xtext, it suggests possible keywords. Spoofax suggests complete syntactic constructs, and represents incomplete syntax trees using placeholders that act like holes in the program text [2]. This representation is instrumental for translating an incomplete program to an abstract syntax tree with variables, which allows us to use it in a constraint context. A program with placeholders is similar to the representation of an AST with holes that is common in structure editors. Although structure editors are primarily concerned with guaranteeing that the program is well-typed with respect to the abstract syntax signature, recent work investigates editors that also maintain other well-formedness properties, such as well-typedness.

The Hazelnut editor provides a language-parametric structure editor that guarantees well-typed ASTs for languages whose type system is defined in a bidirectional style [11]. JastAdd extends their reference attribute grammars to provide a context-sensitive completion service that suggest the names of variables and functions, but still requires some language-specific effort to derive these suggestions [18]. Steimann et al. use constraint-based language specifications to ensure edits preserve well-formedness [17]. They focus on an architecture that allows interaction between the solver and the user during the editing process, to resolve conflicts that may have been introduced. Our aim is to generate semantic completion proposals by combining the mechanisms for syntactic completion, with checking and inference based on the language specification. Another important difference is that issues around name resolution are largely ignored in their work, because references are actual references in the underlying model, whereas in our text-based setting we need to consider naming issues.
Semantic code completion also has similarities to interactive proof search, such as offered by proof assistants. For example, the editor of Agda [1] features holes that are similar to placeholders. An automatic procedure tries to find proof terms (expressions) that fit the goal (type). There are some important differences with our approach to code completion. The procedure to find these terms is not language-parametric, but specific to Agda. The search procedure does not exploit the typing rules, but duplicates knowledge from the type checker. Type correctness is guaranteed by type checking the fragment after it is generated.

Refactoring

There is a long line of research on the specification and implementation of refactorings. Tip et al. [19] study type related refactorings, such as adding type parameters, extracting interfaces, and pulling up methods. They use type constraints to specify the invariants that ensure correct behavior. Steimann and others [16] extend this work to include constraints for other aspects such as access modifiers and names. By representing the program itself using constraint variables, both the invariants and the refactoring intent can be represented as constraints. Finding the refactored program, within the limits of the given constraints, is delegated to the constraint solver. This approach is in many aspects similar to ours, and hopefully techniques they developed for performance carry over to our approach. An important difference is that by using Statix, the constraint solver is aware of the complete binding model. In their approach preventing capture requires the introduction of inequality constraints between names. These constraints do not follow from regular constraint-based typing rules. In our approach, the resolution constraints that are part of the typing rules can also be used to ensure the invariance of name resolution during refactoring.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we have discussed various semantic editor services, and shown how they can be expressed in terms of the semantic rules, constraints, and scope graph. We show that Statix constraints are expressive enough to formulate interesting editor services. We have pointed out that the Statix solver used for type checking is not suitable for the scenarios that arise in editor services, and we have identified several requirements that such alternative solver strategies should have. The main requirements we identified are:

- The solver must be able to try different alternatives, guess values, back-track on failed attempts, and able to return multiple solutions. As we have shown, this is a requirement to implementing code completion, but also for other editor services such as find usages and find all subclasses.

- Instead of always searching for complete solutions (i.e., assignments to all variables), the search should be controlled by user-defined criteria, including whether the solver should only consider deterministic inference, or whether it tries to find solutions nondeterministically. These criteria should be able to depend on variables appearing in the constraints. Specifying which constraint variables may remain unconstrained, and how deep the solver should search for an assignment, allows us to direct the search to finding solutions to only those constraint variables we are interested in, and prevent the solver from getting stuck.

Finally, we propose to extend the mechanisms of creating scopes in Statix to a general mechanism of rigid variables. These rigid variables can be used to solve problems around inventing new concrete names in the constraint solver, and should make it easier to implement various refactorings without having to deal with concrete names, accidental variable
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capture, and ambiguous names. Factoring out the choice of finding concrete names separates
concerns, and also allows for language-specific strategies (e.g., suggesting variables names
based on types).

Future Work

This paper presented ideas on what would be needed for language-parametric semantic editor
services. To verify our approach, we need to implement the proposed extensions to the Statix
solver. This will allows us to evaluate their feasibility in practice, as it is not clear whether
implementing some of these techniques, such as having the solver back-track and trying to
find multiple possible solutions, would cause performance issues or introduce non-termination.
And if so, how we could avoid that without impacting the expressiveness of the semantic
rules too much.

There are editor services, other than those we discussed, to which we could apply our
approach, such as fix import, search for symbol, and in particular rename refactoring. Rename
refactoring is interesting because it not only needs to rename the references to the renamed
declaration, but possibly other references and declarations as well. For example, when a
method is renamed, all overriding methods need to be renamed too, and this relation is not
visible in the program model, but only encoded in the semantic rules.

While our current approach is focussed on preserving the static semantics of the program,
for certain refactorings it may be required to extend the approach to also preserve certain
dynamic aspects of the semantics. Additionally, a combination of our approaches might be
used to implement program generation that is guaranteed to produce programs that are
semantically correct.
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